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Stratum Corneum: Why a “Dead” layer should elicit such fascination?

ABSTRACT
This paper thin, flaky layer has attracted so much attention in the past 4 decades or so, that it has 3 regular, major international conferences (a GRC and the Stratum Corneum meeting) devoted to its structure and functions, and the ISBS focused on measuring its various properties. Our fascination comes from the fact that this seemingly “dead” layer is what stands between life and death in the terrestrial habitat, is the interface of primary medical care and diagnostics; a pesky problem to be solved for trans dermal drug delivery. For those in cosmetic industry; SC is a vast canvas to practice our art: be it color cosmetics, anti-aging products or skin lightening or tanning. As we are aware, the 10-15 micrometer thick SC is a composite material with a “brick and mortar” organization and exhibiting many attributes of a smart or intelligent polymer that senses an unfriendly environment and adapts for coping and even thriving there.

I will touch upon some of the above aspects, including what adaptive modifications of SC are displayed by animals (other than man and the mighty mouse), that question our conventional views on SC.

Further details michniak@pharmacy.rutgers.edu and also on our CDR website. Our seminars are free and open to the public. Stay informed on all our educational activities including the seminar series on our website at http://www.njbiomaterials.org/Calendar_of_upcoming_events.htm.
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